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Caesars Palace Las Vegas Hotel &

Casino 

"Casino Hub"

Caesars Palace Las Vegas Hotel & Casino, founded in 1966, is a popular

tourist destination in Las Vegas, Nevada. The luxurious resort attracts

visitors from all over with over the top casino, a wide variety of restaurants

and a huge convention area. The hotel has around 4,000 rooms,

innumerable slot machines and even boasts of a 24 hour poker room. It is

also very famous for hosting several events which includes boxing

matches, music concerts and other sporting events. It is considered to be

a must visit when in the city.

 +1 702 731 7110  www.caesars.com/caesars-palace  3570 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV

 by O Palsson   

Bellagio Las Vegas 

"Pride of Las Vegas"

Built in 1998, and located on The Strip, Bellagio is the definition of luxury.

The guest accommodations are tastefully decorated with European-style

art and furnishings. The large bath with Italian marble and soaking tub

adds to your comfort. Restaurants at the hotel are numerous and diverse,

including The Buffet, Le Cirque and the fabulous Picasso. The huge

gaming area is reminiscent of Monte Carlo and hosts table games, a

sports book, and slot machines. Botanical Gardens and the

choreographed Bellagio Fountains highlight the property. Visit the hotel's

Spa Bellagio if you want to pamper yourself with some soothing massages

and body treatments.

 +1 702 693 7111  www.bellagio.com/  roomres@bellagioresort.co

m

 3600 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV

 by Allen McGregor   

The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas 

"Elegant Hotel"

The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas is an elegant hotel with amazing

restaurants, a spa, a nightclub, and swimming pools. If you're just visiting

the hotel, the 75,000-square-foot (6,968-square-meter) casino will be sure

to make an impression. If you stay on one of the top floors this high-rise

hotel will give you a breath-taking view of the Strip. However, regardless

of the floor your room is on, you'll be surrounded by luxury.

 +1 702 698 7000  www.cosmopolitanlasveg

as.com/

 ResortServices@cosmopoli

tanlasvegas.com

 3708 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV
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Mirage Hotel & Casino 

"Desert Oasis"

Aptly named, this hotel opened in 1989 on the famous Las Vegas Strip

and boasts an erupting volcano, a tropical rain forest with waterfalls, the

white tigers of Siegfried and Roy, and a Dolphin Habitat. Each guest room

is comfortable, tastefully decorated, and offers views of the city lights or

mountains. All forms of gaming are available, from high-stakes table

action to slot machines.

 +1 702 791 7111  www.mirage.com/  guestmessages@mirage.co

m

 3400 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV

 by vtravelled.com   

Aria Resort & Casino 

"Contemporary Style & Classic Comfort"

This luxury hotel and casino opened on December 1, 2009, and forms the

centerpiece of the new CityCenter complex by MGM Mirage. In addition to

lavish accommodations and a world-class casino, the Aria hotel also

adheres to green building practices, boasting a LEED Gold certification.

The complex is the epitome of contemporary style, with sleek lines and

warm colors complimented by bold accent pieces. For the newest

definition of Las Vegas style and comfort, try the Aria Resort & Casino.

 +1 702 590 7757  www.arialasvegas.com  AriaResv@arialasvegas.co

m

 3730 Las Vegas Boulevard,

Las Vegas NV

 by mrkathika   

The Venetian Resort & Casino 

"Venice in Las Vegas"

Take a gondola ride and enjoy a serenade as you are transported along

the canals of this opulent hotel. The superb service and comfortable guest

rooms here ensure a relaxing stay. Excellent dining can be found hereas

well as the trendy nightlife of TAO Beach. The hotel features some of the

city's most exclusive premier shops for clothing, jewelry, and gifts. The

casino has everything from table games to penny slots, high roller games

and a poker room.

 +1 702 414 1000  www.venetian.com/  reservations@venetian.co

m

 3355 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV

 by User Mikano on
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MGM Grand Hotel & Casino 

"One Among The World's Best"

One of the best hotels in the world, MGM Grand Hotel & Casino is a

symbol of opulence and the Vegas way of life. Home to more than 6,000

rooms, the hotel offers a luxurious stay, unforgettable dining options,

splendid entertainment and an ever-lasting view of The Strip. Its 175,000

square feet (16,258 square meters) casino is MGM Grand's most unique

proposition that attracts visitors from world over, closely followed by the

6.5 acres (2.6 hectares) Grand Pool Complex which is completed with

waterfalls. Entertainment is promised by names to the likes of David

Copperfield and you are ensured a culinary bliss courtesy of celebrated

chef Joël Robuchon. With such big names and a majestic persona, MGM

stays truly grand and shines bright as a perfect representation of the

vivacious city it calls home.

 +1 702 891 1111  www.mgmgrand.com/  3799 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las

Vegas NV
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 by Håkan Dahlström   

Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino 

"Best of the Best"

Tropical lagoons, sandy beaches and island landscaping await at

Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino, a premier vacation spot located on The

Strip. The standard guest rooms are tastefully decorated and spacious.

You will enjoy a large bath with imported stone accents and a soaking tub.

The 135,000 square-foot casino is lush with foliage and flowing water.

Some dining choices include the Border Grill, Aureole, Fleur by Hubert

Keller, Rick Moonen's RM Seafood, and MIX. Minus 5 Ice Lounge provides

an exciting and unique night on the town. The Moorea Beach Club located

in the premises is open only to guests and offers lots of amenities.

 +1 702 632 7777  www.mandalaybay.com  3950 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Las

Vegas NV

 by Joelk75   

Slots-A-Fun 

"Small Casino"

Slots-a-Fun is a small casino located on The Strip. They offer some of the

lowest betting minimums you'll find in Vegas. Besides offering affordable

gambling (if there is such a thing), this casino is famous for its hot dogs,

margaritas, and beer. It has a variety of slots and other electronic games

that will keep you entertained. If you're looking for some excitement

without having to spend much cash, this place is a safe bet!

 +1 877 849 4868  2890 Las Vegas Boulevard South, Las Vegas NV

 by Ken Lund   

The STRAT Hotel, Casino &

Skypod 

"A Thrilling Stay"

In a city where superlatives reign, the The STRAT - Hotel, Casino & Skypod

really deserves a few. What was once a modest casino, is now a vivacious

hotel, which dominates the scintillating expanse of the city. The hotel

boasts one of the tallest free-standing observation towers in the U.S., and

the world's highest thrill ride, X Scream, which offers breathtaking views

of downtown Las Vegas and The Strip from a 900-foot elevation. The

STRAT - Hotel, Casino & Skypod also has excellent dining, shopping, and

entertainment, as well as a 'thrill a minute' casino. The hotel features

amenities such as a roof-top swimming pool and the excellent Top of the

World gourmet restaurant. A shopping arcade with international theme

zones occupies level two above the sprawling casino floor.

 +1 702 380 7777  www.stratospherehotel.co

m/

 contactus.stratosphere@str

atospherehotel.com

 2000 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV
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